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                                                                                                                                                                                 out: 
                                                                                                                                                                                 get 
                                                                                                                                                                                To  You have to get in: You have to get in: You have to                                                                                                                                                                                 in: 
                                                                                                                                                                             out: To get in: To get 
                                                                                                                                                                      To get out: To get in: To get 
                                                                                                                                                    To get in: To get out: To get in: 
                                                                                                                                                           And you have to get in: To get out: 
                                                                                                                                   have to get in: To get out: To get in: 
                                                                                                                                                   If you want to get in: To get out: Yes you 
                                                                                                                                     out: You have to get in: You’ve got to get out: 
                                                                                                                                             You have to get in: To get out: To get in: To get 
                                                                                                                              You have to get in: To get out: If you have to get in: 
                                                                                                                                        washes hand: Non procreational sexual performance: 
                                                                                                               fully caged: Wholesomely gauged: Conservative hand 
                                                                                                                                   Or then: Well you may be: Reluctantly engaged: In a care 
                                                                                                                               You’re engaged in an overly expressed achievement rage: 
                                                                                                        hall sage: Or perhaps: When filching a great corporation: 
                                                                                                                        golden red velvet: Turn on the stage: As a pan glorious music 
                                                                                          small nauseous exhibitionist fear: When you’re engaged in a 
                                                                                                in to get out: It seems very queer: But its perfectly as clear as a 
                                                                                             You’ve got to get out: If you want to get in: And you have to get 
                                                                                                   If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get to get out: Now 
                                                                                                         making a mess: To get beautifully packed back in: You’ve got to get out 
                                                                                     vision that when: You’re promptly jacked out: You may spend a life time 
                                                                                         a baby in your mothers womb: And want to get born into air: With the pro 
                                                                               you want to get out: And you have to get out: To get in: Now suppose you’re 
                                                                            you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get in: If 
                                                                          you want to get on: And you have to get on: To get off: You’ve got to get out: If 
                                                                       you want to get up: And you have: To get up: To get down: You’ve got to get off: If 
                                                                     If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get down: If 
                                                                  But it’s perfectly clear: And there can’t be a shadow of doubt: You’ve got to get out: 
                                                               reason for it: Is perfectly clear: She’ll have to get in: To get out: Now it seems very queer: 
                                                            And then if the water: She wishes to quit: For her bathing machine: She will shout: The 
                                                               For the fun: To begin: For if: She wishes: A dip: In the sea: She’ll have to get out: To get in: 
                                                         on: And you have to get on: To get off: A lady steps in: To her bathing machine: You wait: 
                                                        perfectly clear: No matter how much you’re a scoff: You’ve got to get off: If you want to get 
                                                       self: Chased by a bull: Then you have to get on: To get off: Now it seems very queer: But its 
                                                       out hunting: You chance: To dismount: In scarlet: A regular toff: And suddenly find your 
                                                        gone: Your walk’s to proceed just the same: You have to get up: To go down: And: When 
                                                                       To get down: When trying to bicycle: Up a steep hill: Your breath and your power’s all 
                                                             is brown: You’ve got to get down: If you want to get up: And you have: To get up: 
                                                                get up: Now it seems very queer: But is perfectly clear: And as sure as a penny 
                                                                   brought round: For your afternoon ride: Then: You have to get down: To 
                                                                                      you happen to be upstairs: Amusing yourself with a pup: Your horse is 
                                                                                            front doorbell rings: You have to get up to go down: And: Then if 
                                                                                         one would call you a clown: Now: If you’re in bed: And the  
                                                                                                          frequently asks: Not in so many ways: Yet no  
                                                                                                       chicken: The egg: Unknown: One 
                                                                                                                         The sperm: The ovary: The 
                                                                                                            Which came first the 
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                                                                                                                                         out: 
                                                                                                                                          get 
                                    ot evah uoY .niteg ot evah uoY :ni teg ot evah uoY             To                                                                                                                                             in: 
                                                                                                                                       out: To  get     in: To get                                                                                                                                    To get out: To    get in: To get 
                                                                                                                                To get in: To get    out: To get in: 
                                                                                                                 And you have  to g  et in: To get out: 

have to get in: To g  et out: To get in: 
If you want to get in: To get out: Yes you 

out: You have to get in: You’ve got to get out: 
You have to get in: To get out: To get in: To get 

You have to get in: To get out: If you have to get in: 
washes hand: Non procreational sexual performance: 

fully caged: Wholesomely gauged: Conservative hand 
Or then: Well you may be: Reluctantly engaged: In a care 

You’re engaged in an overly expressed achievement rage: 
hall sage: Or perhaps: When filching a great corporation: 

golden red velvet: Turn on the stage: As a pan glorious music 
small nauseous exhibitionist fear: When you’re engaged in a 

in to get out: It seems very queer: But its perfectly as clear as a 
You’ve got to get out: If you want to get in: And you have to get 

If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get to get out: Now 
making a mess: To get beautifully packed back in: You’ve got to get out 

vision that when: You’re promptly jacked out: You may spend a life time 
a baby in your mothers womb: And want to get born into air: With the pro 

you want to get out: And you have to get out: To get in: Now suppose you’re 
you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get in: If 

you want to get on: And you have to get on: To get off: You’ve got to get out: If 
you want to get up: And you have: To get up: To get down: You’ve got to get off: If 
If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get down: If 
But it’s perfectly clear: And there can’t be a shadow of doubt: You’ve got to get out: 
reason for it: Is perfectly clear: She’ll have to get in: To get out: Now it seems very queer: 
And then if the water: She wishes to quit: For her bathing machine: She will shout: The 
For the fun: To begin: For if: She wishes: A dip: In the sea: She’ll have to get out: To get in: 
on: And you have to get on: To get off: A lady steps in: To her bathing machine: You wait: 
perfectly clear: No matter how much you’re a scoff: You’ve got to get off: If you want to get 
self: Chased by a bull: Then you have to get on: To get off: Now it seems very queer: But its 
out hunting: You chance: To dismount: In scarlet: A regular toff: And suddenly find your 
gone: Your walk’s to proceed just the same: You have to get up: To go down: And: When 
To get down: When trying to bicycle: Up a steep hill: Your breath and your power’s all 
is brown: You’ve got to get down: If you want to get up: And you have: To get up: 

get up: Now it seems very queer: But is perfectly clear: And as sure as a penny 
brought round: For your afternoon ride: Then: You have to get down: To 
you happen to be upstairs: Amusing yourself with a pup: Your horse is 

front doorbell rings: You have to get up to go down: And: Then if 
would call you a clown: Now: If you’re in bed: And the  

a s k s :  Not  in  so m an y  ways :  Yet  no o ne   
The egg: Unknown: One frequently  

The penis: The vagina: The chicken:  
Which came first 
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                                                                                                                                            out: 
                                                                                                                                              get 
                                                                                                                                              To                            You have to get in: You have to get in: You have to                                                                                                                                                in: 
                                                                                                                                            out: To   get  in: To get 
                                                                                                                                       To get out:  To get in: To get 
                                                                                                                       To get in: To get out: To get in: 
                                                                                                                   And you have to get in: To get out: 
                                                                                                       have to get in: To get out: To get in: 
                                                                                            If you want to get in: To get out: Yes you 
                                                                                                out: You have to get in: You’ve got to get out: 
                                                                                      you have to get in: To get out: To get in: To get 
                                                                                          have to get in: To get out: If you have to get in: Then 
                   You have to get in: You have to ge t   out: You’ve got to get out: If you want to get in: And you 
                                                                                    to get out: If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get 
                                                                                        time making a mess: To get beautifully packed back in: You’ve got 
                                                                             vision that when: You are promptly jacked out: You may spend a life 
                                                                                         a baby in your mothers womb: And want to get born into air: With the pro 
                                                                        you want to get out: And you have to get out: To get in: Now suppose you’re 
                                                                     you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get in: If 
                                                                   you want to get on: And you have to get on: To get off: You’ve got to get out: If 
                                                                 you want to get up: And you have: To get up: To get down: You’ve got to get off: If 
                                                               If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get down: If 
                                                             But it’s perfectly clear: And there can’t be a shadow of doubt: You’ve got to get out: 
                                                          reason for it: Is perfectly clear: She’ll have to get in: To get out: Now it seems very queer: 
                                                        And then if the water: She wishes to quit: For her bathing machine: She will shout: The 

For the fun: To begin: For if: She wishes: A dip: In the sea: She’ll have to get out: To get in: 
on: And you have to get on: To get off: A lady steps in: To her bathing machine: You wait: 
perfectly clear: No matter how much you’re a scoff: You’ve got to get off: If you want to get 
self: Chased by a bull: Then you have to get on: To get off: Now it seems very queer: But its 
out hunting: You chance: To dismount: In scarlet: A regular toff: And suddenly find your 
gone: Your walk’s to proceed just the same: You have to get up: To go down: And: When 

To get down: When trying to bicycle: Up a steep hill: Your breath and your power’s all 
is brown: You’ve got to get down: If you want to get up: And you have: To get up: 

get up: Now it seems very queer: But is perfectly clear: And as sure as a penny 
brought round: For your afternoon ride: Then: You have to get down: To 

you happen to be upstairs: Amusing yourself with a pup: Your horse is 
front doorbell rings: You have to get up to go down: And: Then if 

would call you a clown: Now: If you’re in bed: And the  
asks: Not in  so many ways: Yet no one  

The Egg: Unknown: One frequently  
The Penis: The vagina:The Chicken:  

Which came first: 
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                                                              The Chicken: The Egg way: Un                                        known: One frequently asks: Not 

in so many ways: Yet no one would call 
                                         you a clown: Now: If you’re in bed: And the front 

                                   doorbell rings: You have to get up to go down: And: Then if 
                                        you happen to be upstairs: Amusing yourself with a pup: Your horse is 

                        brought round: For your afternoon ride: Then: You have to get down: To 
                                        get up: Now it seems very queer: But is perfectly clear: And as sure as a penny 

                is brown: You’ve got to get down: If you want to get up: And you have: To get up: 
                                      To get down: When trying to bicycle: Up a steep hill: Your breath and your power’s all 

         gone: Your walk’s to proceed just the same: You have to get up: To go down: And: When 
                                     out hunting: You chance: To dismount: In scarlet: A regular toff: And suddenly find your 

      self: Chased by a bull: Then you have to get on: To get off: Now it seems very queer: But its 
                                    perfectly clear: No matter how much you’re a scoff: You’ve got to get off: If you want to get 

     on: And you have to get on: To get off: A lady steps in: To her bathing machine: You wait: 
                                    For the fun: To begin: For if: She wishes: A dip: In the sea: She’ll have to get out: To get in: 

      And then if the water: She wishes to quit: For her bathing machine: She will shout: The 
                                       reason for it: Is perfectly clear: She’ll have to get in: To get out: Now it seems very queer: 

          But it’s perfectly clear: And there can’t be a shadow of doubt: You’ve got to get out: 
                                        If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get down: If 

             you want to get up: And you have: To get up: To get down: You’ve got to get off: If 
                                        you want to get on: And you have to get on: To get off: You’ve got to get out: If 

                   you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get in: If 
                                        you want to get out: And you have to get out: To get in: Now suppose you’re 

                        a baby in your mothers womb: And want to get born into air: With the pro 
                                        vision that when: You are promptly jacked out: You may spend a life 

                              time making a mess: To get beautifully packed back in: You’ve got 
                                        to get out: If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get 

                                 out: You’ve got to get out: If you want to get in: And you 
                                        have to get in: To get out: If you have to get in: Then 

                                     you have to get in: To get out: To get in: To get 
                                        out: You have to get in: You’ve got to get out: 

                                                If you want to get in: To get out: Yes you 
                                        have to get in: To get out: To get in: 

                                                         And you have to get in: To get out:                                      To get in: To get out: To get in:                                                                          To get out: To get in: To get                                      out: To get in: To get 
                                                                                                                                                    in:  
                                                                                                                                                    To  
                                                                                                                                                    get                     You have to get in: You have to get in: You have to              ou 

                                                                                                                                                    
 t: 
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                                                              The Chicken: The Egg way: Un                                        known: One frequently asks: Not 

in so many ways: Yet no one would call 
                                         you a clown: Now: If you’re in bed: And the front 

                                   doorbell rings: You have to get up to go down: And: Then if 
                                        you happen to be upstairs: Amusing yourself with a pup: Your horse is 

                        brought round: For your afternoon ride: Then: You have to get down: To 
                                        get up: Now it seems very queer: But is perfectly clear: And as sure as a penny 

                is brown: You’ve got to get down: If you want to get up: And you have: To get up: 
                                      To get down: When trying to bicycle: Up a steep hill: Your breath and your power’s all 

         gone: Your walk’s to proceed just the same: You have to get up: To go down: And: When 
                                     out hunting: You chance: To dismount: In scarlet: A regular toff: And suddenly find your 

      self: Chased by a bull: Then you have to get on: To get off: Now it seems very queer: But its 
                                    perfectly clear: No matter how much you’re a scoff: You’ve got to get off: If you want to get 

     on: And you have to get on: To get off: A lady steps in: To her bathing machine: You wait: 
                                    For the fun: To begin: For if: She wishes: A dip: In the sea: She’ll have to get out: To get in: 

      And then if the water: She wishes to quit: For her bathing machine: She will shout: The 
                                       reason for it: Is perfectly clear: She’ll have to get in: To get out: Now it seems very queer: 

          But it’s perfectly clear: And there can’t be a shadow of doubt: You’ve got to get out: 
                                        If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get down: If 

             you want to get up: And you have: To get up: To get down: You’ve got to get off: If 
                                        you want to get on: And you have to get on: To get off: You’ve got to get out: If 

                   you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get in: If 
                                        you want to get out: And you have to get out: To get in: Now suppose you’re 

                        a baby in your mothers womb: And want to get born into air: With the pro 
                                        vision that when: You are promptly jacked out: You may spend a life 

                              time making a mess: To get beautifully packed back in: You’ve got 
                                        to get out: If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get 

                                 out: You’ve got to get out: If you want to get in: And you 
                                        have to get in: To get out: If you have to get in: Then 

                                     you have to get in: To get out: To get in: To get 
                                        out: You have to get in: You’ve got to get out: 

                                                If you want to get in: To get out: Yes you 
                                        have to get in: To get out: To get in: 

                                                         And you have to get in: To get out:                                      To get in: To get out: To get in:                                                                          To get out: To get in: To get                                      out: To get in: To get 
                                                                                                                                                    in:  
                                                                                                                                                    To  
                                                                                                                                                    get                        ou 

                                                                                                                                                     
t:

 
                                                                                                                                                               You have to get in: You have to get in: You have to                         
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                                                              The Chicken: The Egg way: Un                                        known: One frequently asks: Not 

in so many ways: Yet no one would call 
                                         you a clown: Now: If you’re in bed: And the front 

                                   doorbell rings: You have to get up to go down: And: Then if 
                                        you happen to be upstairs: Amusing yourself with a pup: Your horse is 

                        brought round: For your afternoon ride: Then: You have to get down: To 
                                        get up: Now it seems very queer: But is perfectly clear: And as sure as a penny 

                is brown: You’ve got to get down: If you want to get up: And you have: To get up: 
                                      To get down: When trying to bicycle: Up a steep hill: Your breath and your power’s all 

         gone: Your walk’s to proceed just the same: You have to get up: To go down: And: When 
                                     out hunting: You chance: To dismount: In scarlet: A regular toff: And suddenly find your 

      self: Chased by a bull: Then you have to get on: To get off: Now it seems very queer: But its 
                                    perfectly clear: No matter how much you’re a scoff: You’ve got to get off: If you want to get 

     on: And you have to get on: To get off: A lady steps in: To her bathing machine: You wait: 
                                    For the fun: To begin: For if: She wishes: A dip: In the sea: She’ll have to get out: To get in: 

      And then if the water: She wishes to quit: For her bathing machine: She will shout: The 
                                       reason for it: Is perfectly clear: She’ll have to get in: To get out: Now it seems very queer: 

         But it’s perfectly clear: And there can’t be a shadow of doubt: You’ve got to get out: 
                                        If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get down: If 

             you want to get up: And you have: To get up: To get down: You’ve got to get off: If 
                                        you want to get on: And you have to get on: To get off: You’ve got to get out: If 

                   you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get in: If 
                                        you want to get out: And you have to get out: To get in: Now suppose you’re 

                        a baby in your mothers womb: And want to get born into air: With the pro 
                                        vision that when: You are promptly jacked out: You may spend a life 

                              time making a mess: To get beautifully packed back in: You’ve got 
                                        to get out: If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get 

                                 out: You’ve got to get out: If you want to get in: And you 
                                        have to get in: To get out: If you have to get in: Then 

                                     you have to get in: To get out: To get in: To get 
                                        out: You have to get in: You’ve got to get out: 

                                                If you want to get in: To get out: Yes you 
                                        have to get in: To get out: To get in: 

                                                         And you have to get in: To get out:                                      To get in: To get out: To get in:                                                                          To get out: To get in: To get                                      out: To get in: To get                                                                                    in: To get out:  
                                                                                                                                                  To 
                                                                                                                                                   get 
                                                                                                                                                 u in: have   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                            You have to get in: You have to get in: You have to 
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The Chicken: The Egg way: Un                                         known: One frequently asks: Not 
in so many ways: Yet no one would call 

                                        you a clown: Now: If you’re in bed: And the front 
doorbell rings: You have to get up to go down: And: Then if 

                                        you happen to be upstairs: Amusing yourself with a pup: Your horse is 
brought round: For your afternoon ride: Then: You have to get down: To 

                                        get up: Now it seems very queer: But is perfectly clear: And as sure as a penny 
is brown: You’ve got to get down: If you want to get up: And you have: To get up: 

                                        To get down: When trying to bicycle: Up a steep hill: Your breath and your power’s all 
gone: Your walk’s to proceed just the same: You have to get up: To go down: And: When 

                                        out hunting: You chance: To dismount: In scarlet: A regular toff: And suddenly find your 
                       self: Chased by a bull: Then you have to get on: To get off: Now it seems very queer: But its 
                                        perfectly clear: No matter how much you’re a scoff: You’ve got to get off: If you want to get 

on: And you have to get on: To get off: A lady steps in: To her bathing machine: You wait: 
                                        For the fun: To begin: For if: She wishes: A dip: In the sea: She’ll have to get out: To get in: 

And then if the water: She wishes to quit: For her bathing machine: She will shout: The 
                                        reason for it: Is perfectly clear: She’ll have to get in: To get out: Now it seems very queer: 

But it’s perfectly clear: And there can’t be a shadow of doubt: You’ve got to get out: 
                                        If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get down: If 

you want to get up: And you have: To get up: To get down: You’ve got to get off: If 
                                        you want to get on: And you have to get on: To get off: You’ve got to get out: If 

you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get in: If 
                                        you want to get out: And you have to get out: To get in: Now suppose you’re 

a baby in your mothers womb: And want to get born into air: With the pro 
                                        vision that when: You are promptly jacked out: You may spend a life 

time making a mess: To get beautifully packed back in: You’ve got 
                                        to get out: If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get 

out: You’ve got to get out: If you want to get in: And you 
                                        have to get in: To get out: If you have to get in: Then 

you have to get in: To get out: To get in: To get 
                                        out: You have to get in: You’ve got to get out: 

If you want to get in: To get out: Yes you 
                                        have to get in: To get out: To get in: 

And you have to get in: To get out:                                         To get in: To get out: To get in: To get out: To get in: To get                                         out: To get in: To get in: To get out:  
                                                                                                                                                          To 

                           get 
                                                                                                                                                           in: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                     You have to get in: You have to get in: You have to 
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The Chicken: The Egg way: Un known: One frequently asks: Not 
in so many ways: Yet no one would call 

you a clown: Now: If you’re in bed: And the front 
doorbell rings: You have to get up to go down: And: Then if 

you happen to be upstairs: Amusing yourself with a pup: Your horse is 
brought round: For your afternoon ride: Then: You have to get down: To 

get up: Now it seems very queer: But is perfectly clear: And as sure as a penny 
is brown: You’ve got to get down: If you want to get up: And you have: To get up: 

To get down: When trying to bicycle: Up a steep hill: Your breath and your power’s all 
gone: Your walk’s to proceed just the same: You have to get up: To go down: And: When 

out hunting: You chance: To dismount: In scarlet: A regular toff: And suddenly find your 
self: Chased by a bull: Then you have to get on: To get off: Now it seems very queer: But its 
perfectly clear: No matter how much you’re a scoff: You’ve got to get off: If you want to get 
on: And you have to get on: To get off: A lady steps in: To her bathing machine: You wait: 
For the fun: To begin: For if: She wishes: A dip: In the sea: She’ll have to get out: To get in: 
And then if the water: She wishes to quit: For her bathing machine: She will shout: The 
reason for it: Is perfectly clear: She’ll have to get in: To get out: Now it seems very queer: 
But it’s perfectly clear: And there can’t be a shadow of doubt: You’ve got to get out: 
If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get down: If 
you want to get up: And you have: To get up: To get down: You’ve got to get off: If 

you want to get on: And you have to get on: To get off: You’ve got to get out: If 
you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get in: If 
you want to get out: And you have to get out: To get in: Now suppose you’re 

a baby in your mothers womb: And want to get born into air: With the pro 
vision that when: You are promptly jacked out: You may spend a life 

time making a mess: To get beautifully packed back in: You’ve got 
to get out: If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get 

out: You’ve got to get out: If you want to get in: And you 
have to get in: To get out: If you have to get in: Then 

you have to get in: To get out: To get in: To get 
out: You have to get in: You’ve got to get out: 

If you want to get in: To get out: Yes you 
have to get in: To get out: To get in: 
And you have to get in: To get out: To get in: To get out: To get in: To get out: To get in: To get out: To get in: To get 

                                                                                                                                            out: 
                                                                                                                                             To  
                                                                                                                                         Y get   in: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                 You have to get in: You have to get in: You have to 
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The Chicken: The Egg way: Un known: One frequently asks: Not 
in  so  many ways:  Yet  no  one would cal l  

you a clown: Now: If you’re in bed: And the front 
doorbell rings: You have to get up to go down: And: Then if 

you happen to be upstairs: Amusing yourself with a pup: Your horse is 
brought round: For your afternoon ride: Then: You have to get down: To 

get up: Now it seems very queer: But is perfectly clear: And as sure as a penny 
is brown: You’ve got to get down: If you want to get up: And you have: To get up: 

To get down: When trying to bicycle: Up a steep hill: Your breath and your power’s all 
gone: Your walk’s to proceed just the same: You have to get up: To go down: And: When 

out hunting: You chance: To dismount: In scarlet: A regular toff: And suddenly find your 
self: Chased by a bull: Then you have to get on: To get off: Now it seems very queer: But its 
perfectly clear: No matter how much you’re a scoff: You’ve got to get off: If you want to get 
on: And you have to get on: To get off: A lady steps in: To her bathing machine: You wait: 
For the fun: To begin: For if: She wishes: A dip: In the sea: She’ll have to get out: To get in: 
And then if the water: She wishes to quit: For her bathing machine: She will shout: The 
reason for it: Is perfectly clear: She’ll have to get in: To get out: Now it seems very queer: 

But it’s perfectly clear: And there can’t be a shadow of doubt: You’ve got to get out: 
If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get down: If 
you want to get up: And you have: To get up: To get down: You’ve got to get off: If 

you want to get on: And you have to get on: To get off: You’ve got to get out: If 
you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get in: If 
you want to get out: And you have to get out: To get in: Now suppose you’re 

a baby in your mothers womb: And want to get born into air: With the pro 
vision that when: You are promptly jacked out: You may spend a life 

time making a mess: To get beautifully packed back in: You’ve got 
to get out: If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get 

out: You’ve got to get out: If you want to get in: And you 
have to get in: To get out: If you have to get in: Then 

you have to get in: To get out: To get in: To get 
out: You have to get in: You’ve got to get out: 

If you want to get in: To get out: Yes you 
have to get in: To get out: To get in: 
And you have to get in: To get out: To get in: To get out: To get in: To get out: To get in: To get out: To get in: To get 

                                                                                                                                            out: 
                                                                                                                                             get 
                                                                                                                                             To   in: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                You have to get in: You have to get in: You have to 
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The Chicken: The Egg way: Un 
known: One frequently asks: Not 

in so many ways: Yet no one would call 
you a clown: Now: If you’re in bed: And the front 

doorbell rings: You have to get up to go down: And: Then if 
you happen to be upstairs: Amusing yourself with a pup: Your horse is 

brought round: For your afternoon ride: Then: You have to get down: To 
get up: Now it seems very queer: But is perfectly clear: And as sure as a penny 

is brown: You’ve got to get down: If you want to get up: And you have: To get up: 
To get down: When trying to bicycle: Up a steep hill: Your breath and your power’s all 

gone: Your walk’s to proceed just the same: You have to get up: To go down: And: When 
out hunting: You chance: To dismount: In scarlet: A regular toff: And suddenly find your 
self: Chased by a bull: Then you have to get on: To get off: Now it seems very queer: But its 
perfectly clear: No matter how much you’re a scoff: You’ve got to get off: If you want to get 
on: And you have to get on: To get off: A lady steps in: To her bathing machine: You wait: 
For the fun: To begin: For if: She wishes: A dip: In the sea: She’ll have to get out: To get in: 
And then if the water: She wishes to quit: For her bathing machine: She will shout: The 
reason for it: Is perfectly clear: She’ll have to get in: To get out: Now it seems very queer: 
But it’s perfectly clear: And there can’t be a shadow of doubt: You’ve got to get out: 
If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get down: If 
you want to get up: And you have: To get up: To get down: You’ve got to get off: If 

you want to get on: And you have to get on: To get off: You’ve got to get out: If 
you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get in: If 
you want to get out: And you have to get out: To get in: Now suppose you’re 

a baby in your mothers womb: And want to get born into air: With the pro 
vision that when: You are promptly jacked out: You may spend a life 

time making a mess: To get beautifully packed back in: You’ve got 
to get out: If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get 

out: You’ve got to get out: If you want to get in: And you 
have to get in: To get out: If you have to get in: Then 

you have to get in: To get out: To get in: To get 
out: You have to get in: You’ve got to get out: 

If you want to get in: To get out: Yes you 
have to get in: To get out: To get in: 
And you have to get in: To get out: 

To get in: To get out: To get in: 
To get out: To get in: To get 

out: To get in: To get in: To get out:  
                                                                                                                                             To                                                                                                                                               get 
                                                                                                                                             ou 
                                                                                                                                              t: 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    You have to get in: You have to get in: You have to 
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(  THEY’LL  ALWAYS  BE  AN  ) 
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One frequently asks: Not 

in so many ways: Yet no one would call 
you a clown: Now: If you’re in bed: And the front 

doorbell rings: You have to get up to go down: And: Then if 
you happen to be upstairs: Amusing yourself with a pup: Your horse is 

brought round: For your afternoon ride: Then: You have to get down: To 
get up: Now it seems very queer: But is perfectly clear: And as sure as a penny 

is brown: You’ve got to get down: If you want to get up: And you have: To get up: 
To get down: When trying to bicycle: Up a steep hill: Your breath and your power’s all 

gone: Your walk is a wish to proceed just the same: You have to get up: To go: Down: And: When 
out hunting: You chance: To dismount: In scarlet: A regular toff: And suddenly find your 
self: Chased by a bull: Then you have to get on: To get off: Now it seems very queer: But its 
perfectly clear: And no matter how much: You’re a scoff: You’ve got to: Get off: If you want to get 
on: And you have to get on: To get off: A lady steps in: To her bathing machine: You wait: 
For the fun: To begin: For if: She wishes: A dip: In the sea: She’ll have to get out: To get in: 
And then if the water: She wishes to quit: For her bathing machine: She will shout: The 
 reason for it: Is perfectly clear: She’ll have to get in: To get out: Now it seems very queer: 

 But it’s perfectly clear: And there can’t be a shadow of doubt: You’ve got to get out: 
If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to go down: If 

you want to go up: And you have: To go up: To go down: You’ve got to get off: If 
you want to get on: And you have to get on: To get off: You’ve got to get out: If 

you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get out: You’ve got to get in:  
If you want to get out: And you have to get out: To get in: You’ve got 

to get out: If you want to get in: And you have to get in: To get 
out: You’ve got to get out: If you want to get in: And you 

have to get in: To get out: If you have to get in: Then 
you have to get in: To get out: To get in: To get 

out: You have to get in: You’ve got to get out: 
                                                                                                          If you want to get in: To get out: Yes: You 

 have to get in: To get out: To get in: 
 And you have to get in: To get out: 

 To get in: To get out: To get in: 
 To get out: To get in: To get 

 out: To get in: To get 
  in: 
 To 
 Get 
 Ou 
  t: 
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                     ! C L I C K !                ! LET’S ALL SING !             ! C L I C K ! 
                                                     ALONG WITH THE UNREPRESSABLE 
                                          ARTHUR ROBERTS AS HE DOES HIS EVER SPARKLING 
         ! C L I C K !     EVERESCENT RENDUTION OF LIFE:  TOPSY  TURVY:  1927       ! C L I C K ! 

 
                                               ! C L I C K !  

 
   Arthur Roberts: Topsy Turvy: 1927 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                        Roberts, Arthur (Roberts, John)  (b. London, 21                September, 1852,  d. London, 27 February, 1933) 
                                    Star comedian of British Music Halls: Bur            lesque: Musicals: Drury Lane Pantomimes: 

 Cochran’s London Pavilion Revu         es: One film: Topsy Turvy: 1927: 
                                                                       Little Lohengrin: If I w     ere only long enough: 

  The Cruise Of The   HMS Irresponsible: 
  Polydore Poupar   t: The Old Guard: 

                                                                                      Lancelot: Lanc  elot the Lovely: 
I’m living with mother now: 
The Vicar of Wide-awake-field: 
Scarpia: Tra-la-la-la-Tosca: 
Toured well into his late 70s: 
Greatly loved for his drunken: 

Extemporaneous: Prolific:  

  Grimaldi wild: Dubarau 1 

 eléganced: Sexual  

 innuendos: 

 

 

 

 

 
1 Joseph Grimaldi, (1778-1837) generally considered to be the most famous clown, introduced his character Clown, meaning jester, buffoon, fool, in the early 
nineteenth century in England. English audiences were quick to identity with Clown. Grimaldi used white make up, and painted geometric patterns and exaggerated 
features on his face. Grimaldi's clown name, Joey became the term associated throughout clowndom as a nick name for clown. Clowns are often referred to as 
"Joey's." Joseph Grimaldi is said to have invented the two red spots on the clown’s cheeks when after running and leaping into a gigantic cherry pie on stage he 
smeared the cherry red pie filling on his cheeks and screamed: “It’s the blood from my broken heart!” Hundreds of people are said to have fallen from their seats 
laughing. Joseph Grimaldi is also said to have gone to a Doctor under an assumed name and said he was deeply depressed: The doctor told him to go to the theatre to 
see Grimaldi: See: Memoirs of Joseph Grimaldi, Edited by Charles Dickens. 
 
Jean-Baptiste Debureau (1796-1850) The great mime is played by Jean Louis Barrault in the great French Film: Les Enfant du Paradis: 1945: Jacques Prevert:  
Dubarau’s thing was to float to touch the moon as if it were a pie with one finger tip and slowly fly his finger tip in return to lick subtly”  

 
In The Great God Pan: A Biography Of The Tramp as Played By Charles Chaplin: 1957: Robert Payne describes how the great Charles Chaplin brought up in the English Music hall 
synthesized these two great art forms: Dionysus Wild British Clown and Apollo Subtle French Mime into his film recreation of Pan the Terrible:  

 


